
Pedersoli lever action Boarbuster Shadow hunting rifle cal. 45-70
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-17885-Pedersoli-lever-action-Boarbuster-Shadow-
hunting-rifle-cal.-45-70

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

MSRP

DPS73303 Droptin 30-30 Win CC261 C .30-30 Win  5  5/8 x 24  48.3  95  3800  
2141.00 € incl.

tax

A lever-action hunting rifle in the mythical 30-30 caliber!
A superb rifle for hunting big game and more specifically wild boars.
Compact and easy to control rifle thanks to the reduced barrel length, the microcell butt plate and the
adjustable cheek piece. CNC machined case.

Solidity and easy handling, typical of guarded lever models. The ballistic precision and stopping power of the
patented PMG rifled barrel in 30-30 Winchester caliber make this rifle ideal for European and American big
game hunting.

Synthetic adjustable stock with pistol grip and adjustable cheekpiece.
483 mm barrel with 6 rifling at a pitch of 305 mm (1:12'')
Threaded barrel for mounting a sound moderator or muzzle brake.
Adjustable rear sight and dovetail fiber optic front sight.
Capacity: 5+1 shots.

Finally available in the .30-30 Winchester caliber, from a glorious past and still the reference caliber in the
USA, the Pedersoli Droptine rifle meets a real expectation of driven hunters.

This model is characterized by innovative components and materials, as well as an affordable price.

Davide Persoli is proud to include this famous caliber in the Boushbrer range.
The PMG barrel, threaded 5/8"x24UNF at the muzzle is equipped with a fiber optic front sight and the
Picatinny base with integrated front sight.
After much research and development, Pdedersoli has designed a special loading lever that is both ergonomic
and large enough to facilitate loading while wearing protective gloves or comfortable enough with bare
hands.
Equipped with a Microcell stock pad for higher recoil absorption than the typical rubber pad, the innovative
techno-polymer stock has vertical and horizontal adjustments.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

Plus de visuels
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